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Glimpses of His Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi’s Birth Centenary
and Maharishi Public School 14th Annual Day Celebration.

Bhubaneswar (KCN): Birth Centenary
Celebration of His
Holiness Maharishi
Mahesha Yogi and 14th
Annual
Day
Celebration
of

Maharishi Public
School observed at
Nayapally School
Campus with Vedic
Chanting, lighting of
lamps by the guests.
Prof. Prasanna Kumar

Patasanni, hon’ble MP
and chief advisor, Mr.
Sivaji Patnaik ex-MP
and
veteran
communist leader,
Priyadarshi Mishra,
Hon’ble
MLA,

Bhubaneswar Noth,
Prof. Chitrangada
Samantasinhar,
Registrar, Ramadevi
Women’s University,
Prof. Amita Pattnaik,
DPC,
Khurdha,

Sriram Das, Sr.
Journalist
and
Chairman, National
News Service, Sujit
Mishra, Sr, Sub
Editor, The Samaja,
Rakesh Mohanty, MD,

report Odissa, Com,
Pradip Tripathy, addl
SP, OHRC, Sanjukta
Mohanty,
Ex
secretary, State Child
Protection Council,
Pradumana Mohanty,

Social Activist, Prof.
Rekha Das, joint
director,
state
Cocational Council,
Prof. Kabita Sarangi,
Ex principal, Kamala
Nehur
Women’s

College, Mrs. Hena
Mohapatra, Director,
MPS and Dr. Prabitra
Mohan Samantray,
Chairman MPS group
were the distinguished
Guests.

Budget 2017: Tax rate cut from 10 per cent to 5 Hoppers happy in BJD
per cent for Rs 2.5 lakh to Rs 5 lakh income slab
NEW
DELHI
(KCN): Softening
the demonetisation
blow, the Budget for
2017-18 today halved
the tax to 5 per cent
on incomes up to Rs

the past, Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley
presented a historic
Budget in which the
railway budget has
been merged and the
date advanced by a

rate for individual
assessees between Rs
2.5 lakh and Rs 5 lakh
income would reduce
the tax liability of all
persons below Rs 5
lakh to either to zero

tion liability of
people with income
upto Rs 5 lakh is being reduced to half,
all other categories of
tax payers in the subsequent slabs will
also get a uniform

5 lakh but proposed a
new surcharge of 10
per cent on incomes
between Rs 50 lakh
and Rs 1 crore and
raised duties on cigarettes and pan masala
while stepping up allocations for infrastructure, rural, agriculture and social
sectors.
Breaking from

month, retaining the
15 per cent surcharge
on taxable income
above Rs 1 crore.
While the surcharge alone would
net Rs 2,700 crore a
year, his giveaway on
direct tax proposals
will result in a loss of
Rs 15,500 crore.
The change in the
personal income tax

(with rebate) or 50
per cent of their existing liability.
In order to have
duplication of benefit, the existing benefit of rebate available to them is being
reduced to Rs 2,500
available only to
assessees upto income of Rs 3.5 lakh.
While the taxa-

benefit of Rs 12,500
per person.
In the case of senior citizens above 60
years, there will be no
tax upto Rs 3 lakh,
while the exemption
will be upto Rs 5 lakh
in case of citizens
above 80 years. Both
the categories will attract income tax of 20
per See page-7

Bhubaneswar (KCN): While a number
of senior leaders have
failed to find positions of any significance in other parties
after quitting the Biju
Janata Dal (BJD), the
Governing Regional
Outfit is taking care
of the leaders joining
with it from other
parties.
With the regional
party is strengthening
its base after induction of powerful leaders of other political
outfits, the leaders,
who quit it, are losing
relevance in other
political parties.
Most of the leaders of Congress, BJP,
Communist, NCP
and JMM, who have
joined the BJD, are
holding major positions in the party.
Those, who have
joined other parties
leaving the BJD, their
relevance is on wane.
MP
Pinaki
Mishra, who was a
Congress leader earlier, has created his
presence felt within
BJD after joining it.
Former Youth Congress President Rohit
Pujari, is now the
Deputy Chief Whip
of the Treasury Bench
in the House. Former
Congress leader
Raghunath Sahoo is
now working for the

BJD to strengthen it
in Khurda district
even after he lost previous Assembly elec-

gress
President
Hemendra Singh was
elected to the Lok
Sabha on BJD ticket.

tion. Former Leader
of
Opposition
Bhupinder Singh was
elected to the Rajya
Sabha after joining
BJD. Former Congress Lawmaker
Anup Sai is appointed as the Chairman of a major PSU.
Former Nayagarh District Con-

Even after his untimely demise, his
wife Pratyusha was
elected to the parliament
as
the
Kandhamal MP from
BJD ticket. Top
Youth
Congress
leader Ganeswar
Patra has been elected
to the Assembly on
BJD ticket.

Former BJP leaders, who have joined
the BJD, are also
holding key positions
in the party. The BJD
leaders MP Prasanna
Acharya, Minister
Pradeep Maharathy,
MLA
Amar
Satapathy
were
among others who
were strong leaders
of BJP earlier.
They were with
the Biju Patnaik-led
Janata Dal before formation of BJD.
Former BJP Ministers Bed Prakash
Agarwal and Golak
Nayak are now the
BJD legislators.
Agarwal has also
been appointed as the
chairman of the Biju
Birth Centenary.
Former BJP MLAs
Mahesh Sahoo and
Dhaneswar Majhi
have been elected to
the Assembly on BJD
ticket. While former
BJP State President
and
minister
Bimbadhar Kuanr is
holding the position
as the Vice President
of BJD, former BJP
star campaigner and
minister Prashant
Nada is now the
Spokesperson of the
regional party.
Similarly, former
BJP MLA and
Deputy
Speaker
Ramachandra Panda
is now See page -7
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Gigi and Bella Hadid join anti-Trump rally
NEW YORK(KCN): Models and sisters Gigi and Bella

Jordanian-American,
Muslim and of Palestinian descent, were

"We are all Hindus,
Buddhists, Muslims,
Atheists, Christians,

coloured knit turtleneck which cropped

jacket. They were
joined by their mum

Hadid took to the
streets here against
US President Donald
Trump's ban on entry
of citizens from seven
Muslim-majority
countries.
The
sisters,
whose
father
Mohamed Hadid is

seen at the Battery
Park shouting "No
hate, no fear, immigrants are welcome
here",
reports
aceshowbiz.com
When marching
down a blocked-off
roadway, they held up
a sign which read:

Jews."
Certain key letters from each denomination written in
the protest sign were
highlighted to spell
out: "We are all humans."
Bella flashed her
tummy in a cream

above her pants. She
donned a pair of skintight jeans and sneakers.
Gigi sported a
cropped pair of
denim with a red
stripe on the sides,
completing her look
with a red puffer

Yolanda Hadid at the
rally.
It's not the first
time Gigi has expressed her political
views. Earlier, she
voiced her support
for a Women's March
in Washington.
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Get engaged
Actors Samantha Ruth
Prabhu and Chaitanya
Akkineni got engaged in
a private ceremony in
Hyderabad on Sunday.
Actor Nagarjuna took to
Twitter to announce the
good news about his son
Chaitanya
saying:
"#Chaisam It's official
now. My mother is my
daughter now.
Couldn't be happier!! more pics to
come" (sic) a few hours
after the event. The actor was hinting at
Samantha (who played
his mother in the
Akkineni family magnum opus Manam in
2014), turning his
daughter once she steps
into the household as his
eldest daughter-in-law.
He shared photographs
of the couple exchanging rings and a family
photograph too, featuring the new couple, his
younger son Akhil
Akkineni and soon to be

daughter-in-law Shriya
Bhupal, along with wife
Amala. The date for the
high-profile wedding is
yet to announced.

Wanted to quit playback singing
at my peak: Anuradha Paudwal
Mumbai(KCN):
Anuradha Paudwal,
Anuradha Paudwal
SONGS, Anuradha
Paudwal
news,
Anuradha Paudwal
hit songs Anuradha
Paudwal first sang a
shloka in the 1973
Abhimaan, starring
Amitabh Bachchan
and Jaya
She sang her way
through the 70s and
80s, before quitting
playback
for
Bollywood films at
her peak in the 90s,
and
Anuradha
Paudwal says she always wanted to leave
the game when on the
top. Anuradha first
sang a shloka in the
1973 Abhimaan, starring
Amitabh
Bachchan and Jaya,
following up with
films like Kalicharan,
Aap Beati and the
blockbuster, Hero.
It was, however,
in the 90s where the
64-year-old singer
came up with consecutive hits in
“Aashiqui”, “Dil Hai
Ki Maanta Nahi” and
“Saajan”. “I had decided to give up film
singing much before
‘Aashiqui’ and ‘Dil
Hai Ki Maanta Nahi’.
But I had decided that
I will give it up when
I am at my peak,”
Anuradha told PTI.
When asked why
did she want to leave
at her peak, the singer
added, “Because you
should be missed.”
Her decision to quit

singing for films
came as a surprise for
many but Anuradha
says nobody was
privy to her idea.
“Nobody knew. I

had to initially face
difficulty even for
singing devotional
tracks.
“You will be surprised, that time

bhajans from you.’
They wanted me to
sing only ghazals.
Now that I look back,
it has been a very rich
journey.” The veteran

“I feel bad when
singers don’t try to
retain their identity.
Everybody sounds
the same. You can’t
figure out. Songs are

didn’t discuss it with
anyone. It was only
between me and my
God. I’d rather be
missed than people
say ‘why is she singing,'” she says. She,
however, did reach a
stage in her career
where after having
several highs with
films like “Ek Duje
Ke Liye” and “Karz”,
she saw a dry run post
“Hero”.
“There was a big
lull of four years after Hero. I faced that.
There were hardly
any films. They were
all multi starrers,”
Anuradha says. The
singer then gradually
moved to singing devotional
songs.
Anuradha says she

when I had gone to a
couple of companies,
I said I want to sing
‘bhajans’ but they
said no there is no
market for your
bhajan. And see today. The whole scenario has changed.
“They said ‘no
one wants to listen to

singer feels she can’t
fit into the music
scene of today, “there
is Jazz, pop, rock
kind of music which
I can’t sing”. She
doesn’t have any disdain for it except for
a word of caution for
contemporary singers.

composed only on
those four notes. I
feel very sad for the
singers because we
got different songs to
sing, we had our
voice and the music
directors tried to
make use of that quality,” she felt.
Anuradha says

her contemporaries
had distinct voice
which separated all of
them.
“Kavita
Krishnamurthy
sounded like her, I
sounded like myself
and Alka (Yagnik)
had her own voice. It
never happened that
everybody was in the
same slot and
sounded the same,
which is the case today. I feel sad for the
singers because it is
difficult to build an
identity.”
The National
Award
winning
singer has been conferred with Padma
Shri. The win for
Paudwal comes on
the heels of her being
conferred with honorary D Litt degree by
the D Y Patil University. Apart from this,
the singer will be felicitated
by
Chennamneni Vidhya
Sagar, Maharashtra
Governor on February 18 for outstanding contribution in
the field of music and
social service.

No mention of job creation, big reforms for farmers
New Delhi (KCN):
Reacting to the Union
Budget 2017, Congress vice-president
Rahul Gandhi on
Wednesday expressed
disappointment over
the lack of big reforms
aimed at farmers.
“Government wanted
to make an impact
with budget before

polls. But there was

no impact. Should
have
announced
something big for
farmers,” Rahul said.
Saying that Union Fi-

nance Minister Arun
Jaitley made a “good
speech”, Rahul however added that job
creation found no
mention in the budget.
Speaking on railways,
Rahul said the safety
record under this government is “very bad”.
“Rail safety record of
this govt very bad.

Did FM say anything? Prime Minister Narendra Modi
had spoken about
bullet train. Has it
come?” he said. On
increasing transparency in political
funding, Rahul said
he will support all
steps the government takes.
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Business/Commerce

Rupee extends gains, up 24 paise Dollar caught in crossfire as
Trump talks currency wars

MUMBAI(KCN):
Hitting a positive
note for the sixth session, the rupee today
strengthened by another 24 paise to
67.63 against the dollar early on after
banks and exporters
continued to cut back
on the US currency.
Dealers
said
dollar's weakness
against a basket of
other currencies overseas gave the domestic currency more
muscle. Moreover, a
higher opening in the
domestic equity market provided some
support.
The rupee had
gained 8 paise to
close at one-month
high of 67.87 against
the US currency yes-

terday on sustained
selling of the dollar
by exporters and
banks ahead of the

Union budget to be
presented today.
Meanwhile, the
benchmark BSE

Sensex rose 64.15
points, or 0.23 per
cent, to 27,720.11 in
early deals

Bosch to pay out $327.5 million over Volkswagen 'dieselgate'
FRANKFURT(KCN):
German car parts
maker Bosch said
Wednesday it will
pay out some $327.5
million (303 million
euros) in compensation to US buyers and
dealers
of
Volkswagen-made
diesel cars affected by
the 'dieselgate' scandal. Bosch made
some elements of the
sophisticated software, known as "defeat devices", that
VW installed in 11
million diesel engines
worldwide
to
minimise emissions
during regulatory
testing. Bosch said in
a statement that a
compensation agreement "would settle
the claims of consumers and dealers of
From page -1
a well-known face of
the BJD. Former BJP
MP from Kalahandi
Bikram
Keshari
Deo’s son Arka
Keshari Deo has been
elected to Lok Sabha
after joining the BJD.
Senior
CPM
leader Subash Singh
has been appointed as
the chairman of a
major PSU apart
from holding the position as the State
Treasurer of BJD.
Besides, the BJD has
sent several key leftist leaders including
Nityananda Pradhan,
Baishnab Parida and
Narendra Swain to
the Rajya Sabha apart
from keeping them in
major party positions.
Former JMM
leader
Sudam
Marandi is now given
the portfolio of tribal
Affaris and Sports &
Youth Affairs in
Council of Ministers.
Former NCP leader
Rama
Chandra
Hansda was elected
to the Lok Sabha on
BJD ticket. He is currently lodged in jail in
connection with a
chit fund scam. On
the other hand, most
of the BJD leaders,
who have either
joined other political
parties or floated new
parties, have lost their
relevance in State
Politics

used vehicles against
Robert Bosch GmbH,
its affiliates, employees, and directors" in
the United States.
US customers
who bought vehicles
from Volkswagen and
Audi with 2.0-litre
diesel engines between 2009 and
2015, as well as 3.0litre VW, Audi and
Porsche cars produced between 2009
and 2016, will receive compensation.
The agreement
must still be approved by a US federal judge in California, with a hearing
slated for February
14.
While agreeing
to pay out to VW buyers who have accused
the firm of helping

conceal the existence
of the "defeat devices", Bosch said it
"neither acknowledges the facts as alleged by the plaintiffs
nor does Bosch accept any liability."
With the proposed agreement affecting only civil law
claims, Bosch added
that it "will continue
to defend its interests
in all other civil and
criminal law proceedings and to cooperate
comprehensively
with the investigating
authorities in Germany and other countries."
"We wish to devote our attention and
our resources to the
transition in mobility
and in other areas of
activity," chief execu-

tive Volkmar Denner
said in the statement.
Presenting provisional results for
2016 last week, the
Stuttgart-based, family-owned firm said it
was investing billions
in transitioning to
electric cars and connected objects from
its traditional car
components and domestic appliances
business.
Bosch reported
73.1 billion euros
($79 billion) in revenue and operating
profit of 4.3 billion
euros for the year.

SYDNEY(KCN):
The dollar was put on
the defensive in Asia
on Wednesday after
the Trump administration accused Germany and Japan of
devaluing their currencies to gain a trade
advantage, fuelling a
risk-off mood that
also kept stocks subdued.
The U.S. currency suffered its
worst January in three
decades after President Donald Trump
complained that every "other country
lives on devaluation."
Just hours earlier
his top trade adviser
said Germany was
using a "grossly undervalued" euro to
exploit its trading
partners. The accusations drew rebuttals
from German and
Japanese officials,
but looked likely to
run for some time.
"Suspicions that
Washington may increasingly focus on
the value of the dollar were catapulted
into the limelight,"
ANZ analysts said in
a note.
"The early policy
implication is that
dollar competitiveness could have a
prominent role to
play in Trump's

'America
First'
agenda."
The dollar did recoup a little of its
losses as the Asian
session wore on, edging up to 112.94 yen
from a low of 112.08,
though that remained
well
short
of
Monday's 115.01
peak.
The euro was
firm at $1.0793, having been as high as
$1.0812 and a long
way from Monday's
trough of $1.0617.
Against a basket of
currencies, the dollar
stood at 99.651, having ended January
with a loss of 2.6 percent.
The jump in the
yen kept Tokyo
stocks flat, while
MSCI's broadest index of Asia-Pacific
shares outside Japan
was 0.06 percent
lower.
Chinese markets
were still on holiday
but surveys from the
Asian giant showed
manufacturing and
services activity continued to expand in
January.
Exports from
tech bellwether South
Korea also grew at
the fastest pace in almost five years, another sign the global
economy had been on

the mend before all
the talk of U.S. protectionism darkened
the air.
FED ON HOLD

ended higher for the
month. The Dow
dipped 0.54 percent,
while the S&P 500
lost 0.09 percent and

Investors' hopes
for a fiscal boost to
the world's largest
economy
under
Trump have been
tempered by controversial and protectionist policies that
have seen him suspend travel to the
United States from
seven Muslim-majority countries.
The policy uncertainty only added to
expectations the U.S.
Federal Reserve will
keep interest rates
steady when it concludes a two-day
meeting
later
Wednesday.
The setback for
Wall Street has been
limited so far.
While the S&P
500 fell on Tuesday
for a fourth consecutive session, it still

the Nasdaq 0.02 percent.
Apple shares also
jumped 3.3 percent
after the bell as sales
of iPhones beat expectations, helping
lift Nasdaq e-mini futures up 0.2 percent.
Safe-haven
bonds benefited from
all the unease over
Trump's policies and
yields on 10-year
Treasury debt eased
to 2.46 percent from
2.48 percent early in
the week. The retreat
in the dollar also
boosted a range of
commodities, with
copper touching a
two-month high.
Brent crude oil for
April was quoted 10
cents lower at $55.48,
while U.S. crude
eased 8 cents to
$52.73.

Defence budget gets marginal hike
NEW DELHI(KCN): Defence budget
takes a marginal hike
of nearly 10 per cent,
while capital outlay,
which is only meant
for modernsation of
armed forces gets increase of 9.3 per cent.
However, defence experts still have concerns as the allocation
is only 1.62 per cent of
the GDP, lowest since
1962. Even Pakistan
spends nearly 2.36 per
cent of GDP on defence.
Union Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley
said the defence expenditure of the country, excluding pensions
to armed forces, in Financial Year 2017-18
will be Rs 2.74 crore.
Explaining further, the Minister of
State for defence
Subhash Bhamre
tweeted that 9.3% increase in capital outlay
for Defence Ministry.
Up to Rs 86000 crore
from Rs 78000 crore
last year. However,
Defence Ministry
could not spend 8.76
% or Rs 6886 crore out
of the Rs 78586 crore
capital outlay budget it
was allotted last year,
s it failed to finalise the
contracts for military

hardware.
And the Defence pensions bud-

get increased marginally
from
Rs
85624.60 cr spent last

year to Rs 85737.31
allocated this year.
Because OROP ar-

rears have already
been paid by the government.

From Page-1
cent on income between Rs 5 lakh and
Rs 10 lakh and 30 per
cent for income
above Rs 10 lakh.
Against the backdrop
of
demonetisation intended to eliminate
blackmoney and introduce clean transactions, the Budget
barred any transaction in cash above Rs
3 lakh. As a measure
of transparency in political funding, he
lowered to one-tenth
the donation that political parties can accept in cash to Rs
2000 per donor.
The
Finance
Minister expressed
confidence that the
pace
of
remonetisation has
picked up and would
soon reach comfortable levels with effects not expected to
spillover into the next
fiscal.
In view of the
fact that the proposed
GST is expected to be
rolled out soon, he
left indirect taxes

largely untouched expect for some
changes in duties on
tobacco products, solar panels and circuit
for mobile phones.
While excise
duty on pan masala
has been hiked to 9
per cent from 6 per
cent currently and
that on unmanufactured tobacco to 8.3
per cent from 4.2 per
cent, the same on the
filter and non-filter
cigarettes of all
length was also
hiked.
Mobile phones
will be costlier with
the Budget proposing
a 2 per cent special
auxillary duty on import of populated
printed circuit boards
(PCBs).
The
Finance
Minister ruled out
abolition of Minimum Alternate Tax
(MAT) on companies
but allowed them a
carry foward facility
for 15 years instead of
10 years to allow
them MAT credit.
In a bid to boost
the rural and informal

sectors hurt by the
note ban, the Budget
raised the target for
agriculture credit during the coming year
to a record Rs 10 lakh
crore that will ensure
flow of credit to under serviced areas.
The Budget provides for Rs 9000
crore under the Crop
Insurance Scheme
and proposed to set
up a decidcated micro-irrigation fund
under NABARD
with an initial corpus
of Rs 5,000 crore.
The Budget provisions under rural
employement guarantee
scheme
MGNREGA has been
increased from Rs
38,500 crore in the
current year to Rs
48,000 crore in 201718, while Rs 19,000
crore has been given
under the rural roads
programme.
The total allocation for rural, agriculture and allied sectors
has been pegged at Rs
187,223 crore, which
is 24 per cent higher
than the previous

year.
In a bid to boost
infrastructure spending, the Minister proposed a total of Rs
1,31,000 crore towards capital and development expenditure of railways
which includes Rs
55,000 crore provided by the government. The Railways
will focus on four
major areas of passenger safety, capital
and development
work, cleanliness and
finance and accounting reforms. A passenger safety fund is
being created with a
corpus of Rs 1 lakh
crore over five years
and a plan for
modernisation and
upgradation of identified corridors.
Railway lines of
3,500 km will be
commissioned in next
fiscal as against 2,800
km in the previous
year. Steps will be
taken to dedicated
trains for tourism and
pilgrimages.
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Live Cricket Score India vs England 3rd T20I:
India 191/4 after MS Dhoni blitz against England
Bangalore (KCN):
After levelling the
series in Nagpur, India will now look to
notch up a win at the
Chinaswamy stadium
in Bangalore and win
the three-match T20
series against England. The stadium in
Bangalore is a small
ground and a run-fest
can be expected in
match. Indian batsmen haven’t been exceptional this series
and will like to make
the most of the final
T20 international
match. England will
also like to win the
series as they lost
both the Test and ODI
series. Their bowlers
have been phenomenal series while the
batsmen have been in
good knick apart
from the second T20I
where they failed to
chase down 145-run
target. It was also because of some terrific
bowling from Jasprit
Bumrah that gave India the win. Catch the
live cricket score of
India vs England 3rd
T20I here.
Live Cricket
Score, India vs England, 3rd T20I
2035 hrs IST:
WICKET! MS Dhoni
has to go. Caught at
short fine-leg
2033 hrs IST:
Jordan starts with a
wide. Then a full-toss
and Dhoni
has
muscled it past the
mid-off fielder for a
four. India move into
the 190s. Dhoni will
look to take India past
200. That will be the
minimum for India
2031 hrs IST:
Rishabh Pant finishes
the 19th over with a
four! India are 186
for the loss of four
wickets. One over to
go. MS Dhoni is on
strike for India and
Chris Jordan will
bowl the final over
for England
2027 hrs IST:
WICKET! Yuvraj
Singh with an odd
dismissal. Slower one
from Mills that takes
the leading edge off
the Yuvraj’s bat. Jos
Buttler catches it behind the wickets.
Rishabh Pant walks
in to bat for India
2025 hrs IST: 6
6 4 6 1 – Yuvraj Singh
takes 23 off the last
five balls and India
are running away
with the total. They
are 177 for the loss of
three wickets at the
end off the three
wickets. Tymal Mills
to begin the new over
2022 hrs IST:
Yuvraj Singh goes
big and clears the
ropes. Two sixes in

two balls for him.
Super shots from the
veteran batsman.
Nothing that the
fielders can stop. Up
and over the ropes.
Brilliant batting
2020 hrs IST:
FIFTY! MS DHONI
HAS A HALF-CENTURY! Maiden fifty
for Dhoni. He gets
there with a single.
This is a feat in his
66th T20I innings.
India marching towards big total
2018 hrs IST:
Exceptional batting
from Dhoni. He powers a helicopter shot
and gets a four!
Moves on to 48* off
30 balls. India bring
up their 150. Three
overs to go and India
need around 40 runs
from the last 18 balls
2014 hrs IST:
Good over for India
as they take 10 runs
from the 16th over.
Brilliant batting from
MS Dhoni. He is approaching his fifty!
Ben Stokes to bowl
the 17th over for England. Can India
make a big total here?
2009 hrs IST:
Five overs remaining
in the Indian innings.
India are 132 for the
loss of three wickets.
How much can they
score in 30 balls. A
190-run target will be
nice for India. Anything above will be
wonderful
2005 hrs IST:
Another halt in the
Indian run scoring.
India are 124 for the
loss of three wickets
after 14 overs. Ben
Stokes will be bowling the 15th over.
Yuvraj Singh will be
on strike. India are
scoring at a rate close
to 9
2002 hrs IST:
WICKET! Suresh
Raina is caught at
covers! Good bowling from
Liam
Plunkett. Slower one
to Raina who tried
sending it over the infield. Misstimes the
shot and it goes up in
the air. Good catch at
covers. India lose
their third wicket
2001 hrs IST:
MS Dhoni with a
powerful hit over the
bowler’s head for a
six. That is an awesome shot. India
move on to 119 for
the loss of two wickets at the start off the
14th over. Great set
up for India. Can they
captalise?
1957 hrs IST:
Suresh Raina starts
the new over with a
six. 100 up for India
in the 13th over. India need a big score
here because it is a
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small ground. England will not have a
problem chasing 180
here.
1956 hrs IST:
FIFTY! Suresh Raina
gets to his fourth
T20I half-century. He

the Indian innings
1940 hrs IST:
That kept low! Ben
Stokes final delivery
keeps low and goes
straight to the keeper.
India are 67 for the
loss of two wickets in

ting two sixes in it. 50
up for India. They are
53 for the loss of one
wicket and Raina will
keep the strike when
Moeen Ali comes on
to bowl the seventh
over for England

the loss of one wicket
after three overs.
1912 hrs IST:
Suresh Raina is trying
the big shot early. He
likes batting at the
Chinnaswamy stadium. He has a strike

not padded up. Virat
Kohli and KL Rahul
are opening the batting for India. Suresh
Raina is the third one
to be padded up
1856 hrs IST:
Moments away from

gets their with a six.
He waves towards the
dressing room. Great
batting from the lefthander
1954 hrs IST:
DROPPED! Adil
Rashid puts down a
straight forward return catch from
Suresh Raina. Should
have been taken but it
slips through. Raina
survives. A dot ball
for England
1953 hrs IST:
Another good over
from Moeen Ali. He
gives only six runs.
This is nice from Ali
as he is varying his
pace and length. India
are 84 for the loss of
two wickets after 11
over. Adil Rashid to
continue
1948 hrs IST: 10
overs gone and India
are 78 for the loss of
two wickets. Halfway
through the innings,
India will be happy
with this score but
would have liked
some more runs. MS
Dhoni and Suresh
Raina in the middle
for India
1946 hrs IST:
Replays show that
Ben Stokes had overstepped on the KL
Rahul-delivery. It
wasn’t referred to the
third umpire. Unlucky for KL Rahul.
This series has been
a tough one for the
umpires.
1944 hrs IST:
Another top over for
England. Moeen Ali
gives only three runs
in that. India are 70
for the loss of two
wickets after nine
over. Adil Rashid will
bowl the new over for
England. The 10th off

Bangalore. Just the
three runs from the
over of Stokes.
Moeen Ali to continue and Dhoni has
removed his helmet
1938 hrs IST:
MS Dhoni is the new
man in for India! He
has been promoted to
number four in
today’s batting order.
And he is off straightaway. Single to open
his account
1937 hrs IST:
WICKET! KL Rahul
b Ben Stokes. Oh!
That was a poor shot
from KL Rahul. Tries
the slog off Ben
Stokes. Looking to
heave it on the on side
but misses a straight
ball. Dead straight
from Stokes and it
hits the middle of
middle stump. Rahul
will be disappointed
with that shot. India
lose their second
wicket
1935 hrs IST: 11
runs off the seventh
over and India have
recovered from the
slow start and the
early wicket of Virat
Kohli. India are 64
for the loss of one
wicket. England are
attacking with Ben
Stokes now
1933 hrs IST:
OUT OF HERE! KL
Rahul has sent a six
out off the park.
Straight down the
ground from KL
Rahul off Moeen Ali.
It is lost in the sky.
Wonderful shot and
we have change in the
ball the earlier one is
lost
1930 hrs IST: 14
runs off the final over
of powerplay for India. Suresh Raina hit-

1924 hrs IST:
Five overs gone and
India are 39 for the
loss of one wicket.
Suresh Raina and KL
Rahul at the crease
and are trying to attack this England
bowling. Last over of
the powerplay coming up and it will be
bowled by Chris Jordan
1920 hrs IST:
Suresh Raina has not
timed two shots properly now. He is not
getting the elevation
on the shots. Almost
sent one straight to
mid-on but the confusion among fielders
saved him. Ben
Stokes trying to get
one towards his legstump
1919 hrs IST:
Some runs for India
in that over and that
helps them to 29 for
the loss of one wicket
in 4 overs. Suresh
Raina is 11 off 8 balls
now. KL Rahul also
looking in good
touch. Ben Stokes
will be the new
bowler for England
1916 hrs IST:
KL Rahul welcomes
Liam Plunkett with
consecutive boundaries and two class
shots. One over
square-leg and the
other over mid-off.
Great start to the over
from Rahul. India
move on to 25 for 1
1915 hrs IST:
SIX! There he goes.
Suresh Raina gives
himself some room
and then goes inside
out over covers and
sends the ball over
the ropes for a six.
That finishes the
over. India are 17 for

rate of 158.08 at this
stadium in T20s. Can
he help India score
some quick runs?
1910 hrs IST:
England with a great
start once again. India
are eight for the loss
of one wicket. Suresh
Raina is the new man
in for India. Tymal
Mills will continue
for England. A big
blow to India early in
the innings
1905 hrs IST:
WICKET!
Virat
Kohli run-out Chris
Jordan. Oh dear! Disastrous for India.
Kohli gets hit on the
pad and sets off for a
single. KL Rahul
raises a hand in no.
Kohli doesn’t look at
it. Keeps running.
Jordan is quick to
pick the ball and an
underarm throw hits
the stumps. Kohli is
upset with Rahul.
Never looked like a
run there
1903 hrs IST: A
tight single from KL
Rahul to finish the
over. India take only
three runs from the
Mills over. They are
three for no loss.
Chris Jordan will
share the new ball
from the other end for
England
1859 hrs IST: India open their account with a wide
from Tymal Mills.
Virat Kohli is on
strike. Mills bowls
the second ball as
wide. The third ball
goes for a leg-bye. So
India start with two
extras.
1857 hrs IST:
The team management thinks otherwise. Rishabh Pant is

live action. Both
teams are finished
with their Natioanl
Anthems. Don’t think
Virat Kohli will open
today. They will ask
Pant to take that
responsibilty and get
some quick runs in
the powerplay
1852 hrs IST:
The teams walk out
for the National Anthems, one final time
in this tour. We will
start with England
national anthem followed by India’s national anthem
1842 hrs IST:
We have some news
on Manish Pandey
but not sure about it
as it has not been officially confirmed.
Rishabh Pant will
like to make the most
of this chance
1835 hrs IST:
Playing XI for India
KL Rahul, Rishabh
Pant, Virat Kohli,
Suresh Raina, MS
Dhoni, Yuvraj Singh,
H Pandya, Amit
Mishra, Yuzvender
Chahal,
Ashish
Nehra,
Jasprit
Bumrah
1833 hrs IST:
Playing XI for England Jason Roy, Sam
Billings, Joe Root,
Eoin Morgan, Ben
Stokes, Jos Buttler,
Moeen Ali, Chris Jordan, Liam Plunkett,
Adil Rashid, Tymal
Mills
1830 hrs IST:
England win toss and
they have elected to
bowl against India.
Eoin Morgan wins
his third toss in a row
in this series and he
has asked India bat.
He thinks it easier to
chase on this wicket.

1826 hrs IST: India missed a six-hitting batsman in the
previous two T20Is.
They bring in
Rishabh Pant who
has 53 sixes in 10
First Class game. He
also becomes the
youngest T20I cricketer for India
1824 hrs IST:
Okay! The big news
it that Rishabh Pant is
making his debut today for India. This
will be his first international match for
India. The dashing
opener has been part
of the India U-19
team that finished
runner-up at the 2016
World Cup
1820 hrs IST:
Samshuddin will be
the TV umpire for today
1815 hrs IST:
The Bangalore crowd
has been the most exciting one. We have
seen it during the IPL
matches. Big sixes.
Gavaskar says “It is
not a good looking
pitch. Cracks are
there and the odd ball
will keep low. This
will not be a 200-run
pitch but something
around 160.”
1800 hrs IST:
Half an hour to toss in
Bangalore. What
should the team winning the toss do?
Virat Kohli lost the
toss in both the earlier
matches. Will Morgan call it wrong this
time and Kohli have
the chance to elect to
bowl or bat? Stay
tuned
1745 hrs IST:
With the series tied 11, it will be interesting to see what playing XI does India
play. The dashing
youngster Rishabh
Pant has still not got
a game in this series.
Will he get a look-in
today. Daksh Panwar
explains – Waiting in
the wings
1730 hrs IST:
We have seen Indian
Premier
League
matches in Bangalore
and they all have
been some of the
most high scoring
ones. As India and
England prepare for
the final T20I in Bangalore, we can expect
another high scoring
match in this shortest
format. Both teams
have some of the biggest hitters in their
teams and hopefully
it will be another top
match.

